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This work proposes a reversible data hiding algorithm that is based on the median 

difference histogram. The method divides the cover image into non-overlapping identi-
cal blocks. In each block, the median pixel is selected to calculate absolute differences 
between the median pixel value and the values of the other pixels. Then, these differences 
are used to generate a histogram and the histogram shifting method is adopted to embed 
data. The method can reduce the values of differences and increase the maximum fre-
quency of the histogram. Therefore, the hiding capacity can be increased. Experimental 
results are presented to prove the validity of the proposed algorithm.    
 
Keywords: reversible data hiding, histogram shifting, median difference, difference ex-
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Reversible data hiding [1, 2], also known as lossless data hiding, enables marked 
media to be restored to their original form without any distortion. This technique is applied 
in such fields as content authentication of multimedia data, law enforcement, medical im-
agery and astronomical research. Various reversible data hiding methods have been pro-
posed for grayscale images, and these can be divided into the following categories: 

 
(1) Data compression 

Fridrich et al. [3, 4] compressed the least significant bit (LSB) plane to obtain addi-
tional space for embedding secret data. Celik et al. [5-7] improved the method of Fridrich 
et al. and proposed the Generalized-LSB (G-LSB) scheme by compressing the quantiza-
tion residuals of pixels to yield additional space to embed a message. Awrangjeb and 
Kankanhalli [8, 9] presented a scheme that detects the textured blocks; extracts the LSBs 
of the pixel-values from these textured blocks based on the Human Visual System (HVS), 
and concatenates the authentication information with the compressed bit-string. 
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(2) Difference expansion 
Tian [10] presented a method that expands the difference between two neighboring 

pixels to obtain redundant space for embedding a message. Alattar [11] used the differ-
ence expansion of vectors of adjacent pixels to obtain more embedding space. Using 
Tian’s scheme of difference expansion, Chang and Lu [12] calculated the difference be-
tween a pixel and the mean value of its neighboring pixels to embed a message. Weng et 
al. [13, 14] used the correlations among four pixels in a quad, and embedded data by 
expanding the differences between one pixel and each of its three neighboring pixels. 
 
(3) Histogram shifting 

Ni et al. [15] used the histogram of the pixel values in the cover image to embed se-
cret data into the maximum frequency pixels. Fallahpour and Sedaaghi [16] divided a co- 
ver image into several blocks, and embedded secret data into the histogram of each block. 
Lin and Hsueh [17] applied the histogram shifting of Ni et al. to the pixel differences, 
which were obtained from the absolute differences between pairs of neighboring pixels. 
 
(4) Integer wavelet transform 

Xuan et al. [18-20] proposed a lossless data hiding technique based on integer wave- 
let transform, which embeds high capacity data into the most insensitive bit-planes of 
wavelet coefficients. Yang et al. [21] presented a symmetrical histogram expansion 
scheme in the transform domain of Piecewise-Linear Haar (PLHaar). Data are embedded 
into the PLHaar coefficients of the images from the pivotal bin of a histogram of PLHaar 
coefficients symmetrically toward both sides of the histogram. 
 

This study proposes a data hiding method that is based on a median difference histo-
gram. This method uses the similarity of the pixel values of the adjacent pixels, and uses 
the absolute differences among neighboring pixels in a block to generate a difference his-
togram. The median pixel in the block is used to calculate the absolute differences to re-
duce the values of differences, and the optimal block size is determined to increase the 
maximum frequency in the histogram (where “frequency” is the number of instances of a 
difference value.) In a histogram shifting data hiding method, the maximum frequency in 
the histogram yields the embedding capacity. Experimental results reveal that the proposed 
method has a higher embedding capacity than other tested methods. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed 
scheme. Section 3 summarizes the experimental results. Section 4 draws conclusions. 

2. PROPOSED SCHEME 

In the proposed scheme, the cover image is divided into non-overlapping identical m 
× n-pixel blocks. Each block has a width of m pixels and a height of n pixels, and the pro-
posed scheme finds the optimal m and n that maximize the embedding capacity. In each 
block, a pixel is selected as the base pixel, and an m × n-pixel block contains m × n − 1 
absolute differences − which are those between the base pixel and the other m × n − 1 pix-
els. The calculated difference when the fixed site pixel in every block is designated the 
base pixel is called the fixed site difference. The calculated difference when the median 
pixel in each block is chosen as the base pixel is called the median difference. Fig. 1 dis-  
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Fig. 1. Example of fixed site difference and median difference for a 3 × 3-pixel block. 

plays an example of fixed site difference and median difference for a 3 × 3-pixel block. 
The proposed scheme uses the median difference to generate histogram, and the his-

togram shifting method [15] to embed data. The embedding process, extraction process, 
and overhead information in the proposed scheme are described below. 
 
2.1 Embedding Process 
 

Fig. 2 displays the embedding process in the proposed scheme. The secret data are 
embedded into the cover image (called CI) by repeatedly performing the embedding proc-
ess until the secret data have all been fully embedded; finally, the stego image and key 
are output. The key contains the information that must be used by the receiver to extract 
the secret data. The embedding process has three steps, which are as follows. 

 

Fig. 2. The embedding process of the proposed scheme. 

Step 1: Handle pixels with value 0 or 255 in cover image. 
In the embedding process, pixels with a value of 0 or 255, which are called Lower- 

Upper-Bound (LUB) pixels, may cause underflow or overflow in the decrement or incre-
ment operations. To avoid these problems, the values of pixels with a value of 0 and 255 
are changed to 1 and 254, respectively, before the cover image is divided into blocks. The 
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Fig. 3. Example of handling LUB pixels. 

modified CI is called CI′. To recover the LUB pixels in the extraction process, the infor-
mation about the LUB pixels (called LUBI) is recorded as overhead information. The LUBI 
includes F, B, F′ and B′. F and F′ are flag bits that represent whether CI includes pixels 
with values of 0 and 255, respectively. B is a bit vector that specifies whether the pixels 
with values 0 and 1 in CI are changed in CI′. A value of 0 in B means no change, and a 
value of 1 in B means change in the pixel value. Similarly, B′ is a bit vector that represents 
whether the pixels with values 254 and 255 in CI are changed in CI′. A value of 0 in B′ 
means no change, and a value of 1 in B′ means change in the pixel value. Let h(x) denote 
the number of pixels with gray value x in CI, where 0 ≦ x ≦ 255. F and F′ are defined as 
follows;  

0 if (0) 0,
1 if (0) 0.

h
F

h
=⎧

= ⎨ >⎩
 

0 if (255) 0,
1 if (255) 0.

h
F

h
=⎧′ = ⎨ >⎩

 

Let LBP be the set of pixels with value 1 in CI′; LBP(k) denote the kth pixel in LBP; 
and B(k) denote the kth bit in B, where 1 ≦ k ≦ h(0) + h(1). Let UBP denote the pixels 
with value 254 in CI′; UBP(k′) denote the k′th pixel in UBP; and B′(k′) denote the k′th bit 
in B′, where 1 ≦ k′ ≦ h(255) + h(254). B(k) and B′(k′) are specified as 

0    if the value of ( ) is 1 in ,
( )

1    if the value of ( ) is 0 in .
LBP k CI

B k
LBP k CI

⎧
= ⎨
⎩

 

0 if the value of ( ) is 254 in ,
( )

1 if the value of ( ) is 255 in .
UBP k CI

B k
UBP k CI

′⎧′ ′ = ⎨ ′⎩
 

Fig. 3 displays an example of the handling of boundary pixels. 
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Step 2: Derive width m and height n of the optimal block that maximize embedding ca-
pacity, and find the maximum and minimum frequency differences a and b in the median 
difference histogram.  

To determine the optimal block (m × n-pixel block) that maximizes embedding ca-
pacity, various sizes of block (s × t-pixel blocks, for 1 ≦ s, t ≦ 4 and s × t ≧ 2) are used 
to calculate embedding capacities; the block that yields the maximum embedding capac-
ity is selected. For 1 ≦ s, t ≦ 4 and s × t ≧ 2, divide CI′ into s × t-pixel blocks. Let P′(k), 
1 ≦ k ≦ s × t, denote an array that records and sorts the pixel values in an s × t-pixel 
block, and let M be the median pixel value in P′. 

2
s tM P ⎛ × ⎞⎡ ⎤′= ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠

 

The list of median difference values in the block is calculated using {|P′(k) − M|, 1 ≤ 
k ≤ s × t} − {0} ({0} is the difference calculated for the median pixel). 

Let hst(d) denote frequency (the number of pixels with an absolute difference) of d, 
and let Cst be the embedding capacity using s × t-pixel block. Cst is given by 

Cst = max(hst(d)), for 0 ≤ d ≤ 255.   

Let 
,

, argmax( )st
s t

m n C=  for 1 ≦ s, t ≦ 4 and s × t ≧ 2, then m represents the optimal  

block width, n is the optimal block height, and Cmn denotes the maximum embedding 
capacity using the optimal block. Let argmax( ( ))mn

a
a h a

′
′=  for 0 ≦ a′ ≦ 255, then hmn(a)  

is the maximum frequency and a is the maximum frequency difference in the difference 
histogram using the optimal block. Let argmax( ( ))mn

b
b h b

′
′=  for a < b′ ≦ 255, then hmn(b)  

is the maximum frequency and b is the minimum frequency difference in the difference 
histogram using the optimal block. Find m, n, a and b and use them to embed data in the 
next step. To divide the stego image into the correct blocks, extract data from the correct 
pixels, and recover the stego image as the cover image in the extraction process. The 
block difference information (called BDI), which comprises m, n, a and b, must be saved 
as overhead information. 

Step 3: Divide the cover image into m × n-pixel blocks; calculate median difference; 
shift median difference histogram, and embed secret data and overhead information into 
pixels with difference a. 

The median difference and histogram shifting method [15] are used to embed secret 
data and overhead information. First, calculate the median difference using an m × n-pixel 
block. Divide CI′ into m × n-pixel blocks, and scan the blocks in raster order. Let PS(k), 1 
≦ k ≦ m × n, denote the sorted pixels in the block (input in raster order, sorted by pixel 
value, while maintaining the relative order of pixels with equal values). Assume that P′xy 
is the median pixel. 

2xy S
m xP P ⎛ × ⎞⎡ ⎤′ = ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠
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Let g′ij denote the value of pixel P′ij in a block. The absolute difference dij of pixel 
P′ij is calculated using 

dij = |g′ij − g′xy|, for i ≠ x or j ≠ y.  

Then, shift the area between a + 1 and b − 1 of the median difference histogram to 
the right by one unit, such that the absolute difference values between a + 1 to b − 1 are 
increased by one. Finally, embed bit data into pixels with an absolute difference a. If the 
embedded bit datum is 1, then the absolute difference value is increased by one. The val-
ues of pixels with the increased differences must be increased or reduced by one, de-
pending on the median pixel. Let oij be the index of P′ij in the raster order in the block. 
Assume that the sorted pixels in a block are divided into sets S, Se, M′, Ge and G, as de-
fined in Fig. 4. The value of pixels in S and Se is reduced by one if the absolute difference 
is increased by one, and the value of pixel in Ge and G is increased by one if the absolute 
difference is increased by one. The numbers of pixels in S and Se, and in Ge, and G, are 
after all pixels in the block have been processed equal those before processing. Since P′xy 
remains the median pixel in the block after processing, the extraction process can extract 
data and recover the correct pixel value. 

 

 
g′ij reduced if dij increased    g′ij increased if dij increased  

dij + 1 = (g′xy − g′ij) + 1 = g′xy − (g′ij − 1)    dij + 1 = (g′ij − g′xy) + 1 = (g′ij + 1) − g′xy 

M′: the median pixel, M′ = {P′xy}. 
S: the pixels whose values are smaller than that of the median pixel, S = {P′ij | g′ij − g′xy}. 
Se: the pixels whose values are equal to that of the median pixel, but the raster order is smaller 

than that of the median pixel, Se = {P′ij | g′ij = g′xy, oij < oxy}. 
Ge: the pixels whose values are equal to that of the median pixel, but the raster order is greater 

than that of the median pixel, Ge = {P′ij | g′ij = g′xy, oij > oxy}. 
G: the pixels whose values are greater than that of the median pixel, S = {P′ij | g′ij > g′xy}. 

Fig. 4. Changing pixel value when absolute difference value is increased. 

 
2.2 Overhead Information and Key 
 

Figs. 5 and 6 display the processing of overhead information and key in the embed-
ding process and extraction process, respectively. N is the number of embedding proc-
esses; EPk is the kth embedding process; E′Pk is the kth extraction process; SDk is those 
secret date that are embedded in EPk; OIk is the overhead information that is embedded in 
EPk; LUBIk and BDIk are the overhead information that is generated in EPk; marks k.1, 
k.2, and k.3 indicate the step in EPk, and CN is the number of bits embedded in EPk. The 
contents of the overhead information and key are  
 

OI1 = LUBI1 
OIk = LUBIk + BDIk-1, 2 ≦ k ≦ N 
key = BDIN + N + CN 
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Fig. 5. Processing of overhead information and key in embedding process. 
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Fig. 6. Processing of overhead information and key in extraction process. 

 

The LUBI comprises F, B, F′, B′, as explained in step 1 of the embedding procedure. 
F and F′ each occupy one bit of embedding space. If F = 0, then B need not be saved. If 
F = 1, then B occupies h(0) + h(1) bits of embedding space. If F′ = 0, then B′ need not be 
saved. If F′ = 1, then B′ occupies h(254) + h(255) bits of embedding space. The BDI com-
prises a, b, m and n. The values of a and b are between 0 and 255, so a and b each occupy 
8 bits of embedding space. The values of m and n are between 1 and 4, so m and n each 
occupy 2 bits of embedding space. Since the value of N is assumed to be less than 256, N 
occupies 8 bits of embedding space. The embedding capacity in an embedding process is 
lower than the number of pixels in the cover image. Let W and H are the width and height 
of the cover image, respectively. CN occupies ⎡log2W × H⎤ bits of embedding space.  

2.3 Extraction Process 

Fig. 7 displays the proposed extraction process. The data are extracted from the stego 
image (called SI) by repeatedly using the extracting process until the data have all been 
extracted, and the cover image and secret data are output. The extraction process has the 
following three steps. 
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Fig. 7. Proposed extraction process. 

 
Step 1: Extract block difference information from key or most recent overhead information. 

In E′P1, obtain BDIN (includes m, n, a and b), N, and CN from the key. In E′Pk, ob-
tain BDIk from OIk, 2 ≦ k ≦ N. 
 
Step 2: Divide stego image into m × n-pixel blocks, and calculate median difference. Ex-
tract data from pixels with difference a or a + 1, and recover pixels with absolute differ-
ence values between a + 1 and b. 

First, calculate median difference using m × n-pixel block. Divide SI into m × n-pix- 
els blocks and scan the blocks in raster order. Assume that P′xy is the median pixel in the 
sorted pixels of the block. Let g′ij be the value of pixel P′ij in a block. The absolute differ-
ence dij of pixel P′ij is calculated using  

dij = |g′ij − g′xy|, for i ≠ x or j ≠ y.  

Then, extract bit data 0 and 1 from pixels with absolute difference a and a + 1, re-
spectively. The extracted data include the overhead information and some of the secret data. 
In E′P1, extract CN bits of data, but in E′Pk, 2 ≦ k ≦ N, extract all of the embedded data. 

Finally, recover the pixels whose absolute difference values were shifted in step 3 of 
the embedding process. The absolute difference value between a + 1 to b is reduced by one. 
In other words, the values of pixels with the reduced differences must be incremented or 
reduced by 1, as determined by the median pixel. If the pixel value is less than the median 
pixel value, then the pixel value is increased by one. If the pixel value exceeds the median 
pixel value, then the pixel value is reduced by one. The modified SI is called SI′. 
 
Step 3: Recover pixels with value 0 or 255 in cover image. 

Let h′(x) denote the number of pixels with gray value x in SI′, where 1 ≦ x ≦ 254. 
Let g(Pij) denote the gray value of pixel Pij (jth row and ith column) in SI′. First, obtain 
LUBI (F, B, F′ and B′) from the extracted data (E) in step 1. Let F be the first bit in E. If 
F = 1, then let B be the following h(1) bits in E. Now, let F′ be the next bit in E. If F′ = 1, 
then let B′ be the following h(254) bits in E. In the first N − 1 instances of extraction, let 
a, b, m and n be the next 8, 8, 2 and 2 bits in E, respectively, and use them in the next ex- 
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Fig. 8. Example of proposed scheme applied to Baboon (512 × 512 × 8) image. 
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traction process. Then, accumulate the remaining data in E as secret data. Continue to re-
cover boundary pixels of the cover image. Let LBP be the pixels with value 1 in SI′; 
LBP(k) denote the kth pixel in LBP, and B(k) denote the kth bit in B, where 1 ≦ k ≦ 
h′(1). Let UBP be the pixels with value 254 in SI′; UBP(k′) denote the k′th pixel in UBP, 
and B′(k′) denote the k′th bit in B′, where 1 ≦ k′ ≦ h′(254). The LUB pixels in CI are 
recovered by using B(k) and B′(k′) to specify g(LBP(k)) and g(UBP(k′)): 

0 if ( ) 1,
( ( ))

1 if ( ) 0.
B k

g LBP k
B k

=⎧
= ⎨ =⎩  

255 if ( ) 1,
( ( ))

254 if ( ) 0.
B k

g UBP k
B k
′ ′ =⎧′ = ⎨ ′ ′ =⎩  

Fig. 8 displays an example of the proposed scheme applied to Baboon (512 × 512 × 
8) image. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The methods of Ni et al. [15], F&S4 (Fallahpour and Sedaaghi with 4 blocks) [16], 
F&S16 (Fallahpour and Sedaaghi with 16 blocks) [16], L&H (Lin and Hsueh) [17], fixed 
site difference and the proposed scheme (median difference) were implemented in the Java 
programming language. The performance of each method was tested using ten 512 × 512 
grayscale images as cover images and part of a 512 × 512 grayscale image as secret data, 
as shown in Fig. 9. Performance was evaluated using the payload (embedding capacity 
minus overhead information size = size of embedded secret data) and PSNR (peak signal 
to noise ratio), which is calculated as follows, 

10 1
2

0

255 25510 log
( )

W H

i i
i

W HPSNR
x y

× −

=

× × ×⎛ ⎞= × ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑
 

where W and H are the width and height of the cover image, respectively, and xi and yi 
denote the pixel values of the cover and stego images, respectively. A higher payload and 
PSNR represents better performance. 

First, the payloads of fixed site difference and median difference methods are com-
pared. Table 1 presents the average payloads (bits) for the test images using different 
block sizes (m × n, for 1 ≦ m, n ≦ 4 and m × n ≧ 2) of the fixed site difference method 
in EP1, designating every pixel of the block as base pixel. An m × n block contains m × n 
fixed site differences. For example, a block of size four contains blocks of three sizes − 1 
× 4, 2 × 2 and 4 × 1 − so block size 4 contains 12 fixed site differences. The average pay 
load of the 12 fixed site differences when the Baboon image is used with a block size of 
4 is 12505. Table 1 shows that the block size that maximizes the payload varies with the 
image, approximately centered on block size 9. Table 2 presents the average payloads 
(bits) of the test images with various block sizes (m × n, for 1 ≦ m, n ≦ 4 and m × n ≧ 2) 
obtained using the median difference method in EP1. Since the block only has one me-
dian pixel, an m × n block contains only a median difference. It yields a result similar to  
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Fig. 9. 512 × 512 grayscale cover images and secret data image tested in experiments. 

Table 1. Average payloads for various block sizes obtained using fixed site difference in EP1. 

 

Table 2. Average payloads for various block sizes obtained using median difference in EP1. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison between average payloads obtained using fixed site difference and median difference. 

Table 3. Performance of proposed method using various block sizes. 

 
 
that obtained using fixed site difference; on average, a block size of 9 (3 × 3 block) maxi-
mizes the payload. Fig. 10 compares the average payloads obtained using fixed site dif-
ference and median difference. The figure reveals that the median difference yields a 
higher payload than fixed site difference, since the median difference reduce the values of 
differences, and increase the maximum frequency of the histogram. 

The performance of the proposed method was evaluated using various block sizes. 
The optimal blocks were obtained in step 2 of the embedding process. This embedding 
process was repeated until the PSNR approached 30dB. Table 3 presents the results of 
this process, where the unit of payload is bpp (bits per pixel). The 3 × 3 block yielded the 
largest average payload, 0.981bpp, but the optimal block had maximum payload, 1.040bpp. 
In each image comparison, the optimal block size performed best for the first nine images, 
but not the Toy image. Therefore, the proposed method performs better when the optimal 
block size is used than when a stable block size is used. 
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Table 4. Comparison of performance of Ni, F&S4, F&S16, L&H, and proposed method. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of average performance of histogram shifting category methods. 

 
The proposed method was then implemented with median difference and the optimal 

block. The performance was measured and compared with those of Ni [15], F&S4 [16], 
F&S16 [16] and L&H [17]. The embedding process was repeated until the PSNR ap-
proached 30dB. Table 4 presents the results of this process, where the unit of payload is 
bpp (bits per pixel). For each image and on average, the proposed method outperformed 
the other methods. The proposed method had an average payload of 1.04bpp when PSNR 
= 30.4dB. Fig. 11 compares the mean performance of histogram shifting category meth-
ods. In the figures, each node represents the value of payload and PSNR in each period 
of the embedding process. The figures reveal that the proposed method outperforms the 
other four histogram-shifting category methods. 

Finally, experimental data were obtained using the other categories of reversible 
data hiding methods that were described in section 1, and compared with the experimen-
tal data obtained using the proposed method. Figs. 12, 13 and 14 compare the average 
performance of the proposed method with that of the data compression, difference ex-
pansion and integer wavelet transform category methods, respectively. The figures reveal 
that the proposed method outperforms these other methods. 
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Fig. 14. Comparison of average performance of proposed method with that of integer wavelet trans-
form category methods. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of average performance of proposed method with that of data compression 

category methods. 
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Fig. 13. Comparison of average performance of proposed method with that of difference expansion 

category methods. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed method utilizes the difference between the values of neighboring pix-
els in a block to generate a difference histogram. The median pixel in the block is used to 
calculate the differences to increase the maximum frequency of the histogram, and the 
optimal block size is determined to yield the maximum embedding capacity. Experimen-
tal results reveal that the proposed method outperforms many other reversible data hiding 
methods. 
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